
If you want to find your voice, strengthen you message and ensure that you
always present with power, then this course is for you. And who better to help
than a World Champion of Public Speaking?

In this educational and interactive course, Verity Price (2021 Toastmasters
World Champion of Public Speaking) teaches leaders and speakers how to
structure speeches, refine their message and ensure that they deliver like a pro
and present with power every time they speak. .

Verity’s coaching and courses have been run globally. They are a go-to for
WWF South Africa when they want to guarantee that their staff shine at
summits and conferences.

“I literally felt the shyness shed away and the POWER take over. I am
all charged-up for upcoming speaking opportunities.” Lethabo, WWF

• How confidence is like a muscle that you can build
• How powerful presentations can inspire action
• How effective storytelling can land your message with ease
• How people who find their voice generally find their followers
• How the power of a speech lies in the power of the message
• How to nail your visuals and keep your audience engaged

Present Power
A  Learn-By-Doing Course  designed to boost confidence 
and get you ready to deliver like a pro

In a series of six 3 - 4 hour sessions, run at agreed intervals, with a
small group of 8 – 12 participants, Verity will teach you:

www.verityprice.com

Session 1: Speech Structure
Session 2: Making Your Message Matter
Session 3: Storytelling & Language
Session 4: Body language & voice
Session 5:  Humour & Visuals
Session 6:  Final Presentations

Presenting 
is a ‘learn-by-doing’ 
skill. This course will 

help take your 
presenting to the 

next level and ensure 
you nail your next 

big talk.

http://www.verityprice.com/


About Verity

She has been a member of Toastmasters International
since 2011 and is the 2021 World Champion of Public
Speaking. What makes her win extra special is that
she is the first speaker from Africa and 6th woman in
history to ever win this title.

As a professional speaker, she presents globally at
conferences and events. She has been delivering
presentation skills programs since 2013 and also
assists TEDx events with mentoring for their speakers.

As a result, she has worked tirelessly on developing
new material on all things presenting and offers
Present with Power courses that combine her
Toastmasters knowledge alongside her professional
experience of what makes for a powerful and
impactful presentation. Her passion is mentoring and
empowering people to find their voice and present
with power.

WINNING
World Champion 

SPEECH

Verity was the highlight for 
everyone – the participants 
really embraced the challenge 
and the improvement over the 
6 weeks was mind blowing. The 
feedback was incredible!  
Anne Alessandri, Stellenbosch 
University

This course was more helpful 
than I imagined – it even 
improved my writing. The whole 
group blossomed from Verity’s 
outstanding facilitation, plus the 
time to practice our public 
speaking and storytelling in a 
safe space!  Sue Ras, WWF

Verity Price is a professional trainer, facilitator and keynote speaker on thinking
differently and presenting with power.

www.iamverit.comwww.verityprice.com

I was able to learn so much about public speaking! Verity taught me to 
blend physicality with more descriptive and efficient content.  I look 
forward to working with her on other important speeches & presentations!    
Howard Kahn, CEO Kahn Lucas New York

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k24vGzEjePo
http://www.verityprice.com/

